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Abstract: The paper is devoted to the study of the boundary 
layer behaviour of solutions to partial differential equations occur
ring in domains with periodic oscillating boundaries, the frequency 
and the amplitude of the oscillations being the same. First, the 
transport method, a classical one from the optimal design theory, 
is used in order to state the problem in a fixed domain; then, an 
adapted two-scale boundary layer convergence is developed. Apart 
from this new hybrid approach, the main difference with related 
works is consideration of a bounded unit-cell, yielding a simple func
tional framework. Convergence, as well &'l a homogeni1.1ed equation 
for the first order boundary layer term are given, and a first order 
corrector result is proved. This a priori bounding is very well suited 
to problems of control, and to numerical implementation considera
tions. 

The difficulty in obtaining higher order correctors due to the 
bounding of the unit-cell is finally discussed. 

K eywords: PDEs, boundary layer, periodic oscillating bound
aries. 

1. Introduction 

The aim of this paper is the study of boundary layer effects that occur in 
problems involving periodic surface oscillations. 

In many industrial areas, structures with rapidly oscillating boundaries arc 
of very important practical use. After mastering the use of composite micro
structured materials in aerospace and solid mechanics engineering, such indus
tries try now to master the know-how in using materials with oscillating surfaces; 
the "shark skin"-like coating of aeroplanes, or acoustic rooms are among many 
examples. To this end, "of particular importance is the analysis of the behavior 
of solutions near boundaries and, possibly, any associated boundary layers" as 
reported in the celebrated book by Bensoussan ·-Liom;--Papanicolaou (1978). 
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derived homogenized limits for very oscillating boundaries for the Laplace prob
lem, without studying boundary layer effects. Then, in the seminal book by 
Sanchez-Palencia (1980), many problems related to boundary layers, oscillating 
boundaries and spectral perturbations due to oscillations in the boundary were 
studied. 

Using the same techniques as Sanchez-Palencia, namely asymptotic expan
sion analysis, Belyaev (1988) studied the specific problem of rapidly oscillat
ing boundaries. The study of boundary layer effects for oscillating boundaries 
was done by Belyaev in 1990, as reported by Friedman et a!. (1997; see the 
reference- in Russian- cited therein). New results were obtained by Chechkin, 
Piatnitski and Friedman (1996). The latter author of this paper, together with 
Bei Hu and Yong Liu (1997) improved the results obtained by Belyaev, and 
directly addressed the problem of boundary layer correctors. Let us also men
tion the studies done by Kohn and Buttazzo (1987) and Mosco, Buttazzo and 
Dal Maso (1987, 1989), where the problem of oscillating thin reinforcement was 
adressed. 

At present, a considerable amount of work is being done for the study of 
oscillating boundaries or interfaces, rough or very rough 'structmes, and related 
boundary layer effects using asymptotic or homogenization techniques (although 
being not comparable to the available classical ''domain" homogenization the
ories and results). Most of the studies are done for the case, in which the 
frequency of the oscillations is of a higher order than the amplitude, using 
asymptotic expansion techniques. 

On the other hand, Allaire (1992) developed the well-known two-scale con
vergence method for the "domain" periodic homogenization problems. This 
simple and powerful technique was adapted and applied with success to many 
different problems. It was, in particular, adapted by Allaire and Conca (1998) 
to the study of the so-called two-scale boundary layers, in a special case related 
to fluid-structure spectral homogenization. 

In the present paper, we study the problem of oscillating boundaries from a 
new point of view, combining an adapted two-scale boundary homogenization 
method, inspired by Allaire and Conca (1998), with the transport technique, 
well-known within the optimal design theory. The main difference with respect 
to related works is the choice of a bounded unit cell, very useful in view of numer
ical implementation, where boundary layer terms are expected to predominate. 
And our main result is to prove that this is not a bad idea (at the first order, 
at least). 

The benefit in using the transport method is that one could then easily 
consider oscillations in any arbitrary direction, with arbitrary sign. On the other 
hand, consideration of a bounded unit-cell yields an estimation with respect 
to the depth of the cell, which can be related to the oscillation frequency in 
order to optimize the computational cost of the boundary layer terms. Another 
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design of the shape of the oscillations, and aims to prove the existence of an 
optimum. 

In Section 2, a two-scale boundary layer approach is presented, adapted from 
Allaire and Conca (1998) . For the sake of self-consistency, some of the original 
proofs are re-called, but simple and new results arc also presented (thanks to a 
different functional framework). 

Then, in Section 3, the domain transport technique is presented and the 
direct application to the transport of oscillations is stated, providing us with 
a variational framework, well suited to the application of the earlier developed 
two-scale approach. 

To illustrate this approach, a second order elliptic equation is taken as a 
model problem in Section 4. We consider a particular limit case where the 
frequency and the amplitude of the oscillations are of the same order. The 
existence of boundary layer terms, and a corrector result, are proved. 

Finally, a short conclusion is given in Section 5. 

2. A two-scale boundary layer approach 

In the following, r2 c ffi.N is an open set, with a Lipschitz boundary. We focus 
our attention on a selected part on this boundary, denoted by f a. Without any 
particular assumption on the whole geometry of the domain, we shall neverthe
less assume that the involved boundary fa is plane, and is a union of small cells 
homothetic (with a ratio E) to a unit-cell period denoted Y'. 

Given a positive small enough real number E, and a fixed positive real L > 1, 
we define the strip B, as the one obtained by normal inward increasing of the 
boundary f 0 : B, = f 0 X ]0, LE[, i.e. any point x of B, is of the form x = (x', Xn), 

where :r' and Xn are, respectively, the curvilinear and normal coordinates of .T . 

The strip B, is then the union of small cells homothetic (with ratio c2 ) to the 
unit cell G = Y' x ]0, L[. 

We emphasize the dependance of the ·unit- cell G on the number L, which 
is chosen arbitmTily. Hence, any function defined on G is implicitly depending 
on L. For the simplicity of the exposure, the dependence is not explicitly written, 
except when it is of importance to underline it. 

Our aim being to study functions that have periodic oscillations along fa , 
and are defined only in a thin neighborhood of this boundary, we naturally 
introduce the following functional space: 

L2 (fa; C#(G)) = { ¢(x', y); x' E fa , y = (y' , Yn) E G; ¢(., y) E L2 (fa); 

<P(x', .) E C(G)) , periodic w.r.t. y'}. 

which is suitable in the present framework, due to the following: 

LEMMA 2.1 For any 4> E L2(fa; C#(G)), one has 

1 r 1 .f . . 1:\ 1
2 

. r ' o ') • I ~ 
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Proof. By density, we can take smooth enough functions. A simple scaling of 
the variable X 11 yields: 

1 r I ( I X) 1

2 

1 {L' r I ( I X
1 

Xn) 1

2 

I ~ .JB, ¢ X,~ dx = ~ .fo .fro ¢ x, -;-'-; dx dxn 

= 1L [
0 

1¢( X 1
, ::

1

, Yn) 1
2 

dx
1 
dyn. 

Then, from the classical homogenization results, see Bensoussan et al. (1978), 
.Jikov et al. (1994), we know that 

l~6[o l¢(x~, :~,v .. )l2dxl 

- 1 ;· I"( J I )l2d ld I c. ' - IYII 'f' X , y ,yn X y 101 any Yn· 
roxY' 

and 

f l¢ ( x
1

, x
1

,vn)l
2 

d:r
1 :s f ma~l¢ (x 1 ,z,vnWd:r1 

• 

.fro E .fro zE) 

Application of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem yields 

lim~ { l¢(x1,:_) 1
2
d:r= {LIYl

1
l { J¢(x 1,y1 ,yn)l2 dx 1 dy1 dyn 

E-->0 E ./ B, E .fa .fro X Y' 

1 1 I 12 I = IYII l¢(:r , y) dx dy. 
roxG 

We are now in a position to introduce the appropriate definition. 

DEFINITION 2.1 Let (-u,),>o be a sequence in L2(D.). It is said to two-scale con
verge in the sense of boundary layers on r o, if there exists a function -uo ( X 1

, y) E 

L2 (f0 x G) snch that 

lim~ r 1t,(x)¢(.T1
, :.) dx = IY

1
11 r -uo(:r', y)¢(x

1
, y) dx

1 
dy 

<-->0 E.! B, E .lro xG 

fm· any¢ E L 2(fo; C#(G)). 

Within the precise sense of the Definition 2.1 above, we shall denote such a 
property by: -u, BL~ -uo. 

Following Allaire and Conca (1998), this definition makes sense because of 
the following compactness theorem: 

THEOREM 2.1 Let (-u,),>o be a sequence in L2(D.) such that there exists a con
stant C independent of E for which 
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Then , up to a subsequence, theTe exists a limit 1to(x',y) E L2 (f0 x G) such that 
u, two-scale conve1yes in the sense of boundaTy layeTs to u0 . 

From now on, the notation L~ stands for the space L 2 (f 0; C# (G)), when 
there is no possible confusion. 

Proof. From the Cauchy- Schwarz inequali ty, 

~ ~.£, u,(x)¢(x' , ~ )dx l 
? 1. 

~ ~l l u, ll u(B,)· (~ l , 1¢( x' , ~ ) ~ -dx) 
2 

~ C. ll ¢1 1 £~. 
Thus, the sequence 

2 11 ( I :1:) p., : L# ----. IR, ¢ ----. - u, (.1; )¢ .T , - d:r 
E B, E 

is a bounded sequence of linear continuous forms over the separable space L~. 
T hen , one extracts a subsequence, still denoted (J.L,) , which converges for the 

weak-* topology to a limit J.Lo E (L~)', the dual space of L~. 
From Lemma 2.1, one has 

(1) 

Since L~ is dense in L2 (f0 x G), it follows that J.Lo can be extended to a 

linear continuous mapping ove~· L 2 (f0 x G), it is then ident ified, by virtue of 
the Riesz theorem to a unique element u0 (x',y) E L 2 (fo x G) such that: 

(~to,¢)= -11'1 r ·no(x', y)¢(:r:', y) dx' dy. 
Y ./ro xG 

The above positive result for the L 2 (D.) case, naturally encourages us to 
study the extension to the case of the Sobolev space H 1(D.) . 

Let us mention that within the framework of sequences in the space H 1(D.), 
we are in a slightly different case than in Allaire and Conca (1998) where the 
reference cell G was unbounded , requiring the introduction of Deny-Lions type 
spaces. 

The boundedness of the unit cell G in our case, allows for a simple and rather 
classical functional framework. However, it will be seen in Section 4.2.3 that 
there is a counterpart : the obtained corrector results are apparently weaker 
than one could expect. 

Let C';( G) be the space of infinitely differentiable functions in G which 
are Y'-periodic in y'. The space C';# (G) is the space of infinitely differen

tiable functions in G, y'-periodic, which vanish over Yn = L. The space H~(G) 

(respectively HJ#(G)) is the Sobolev space obtained by completion of C#(G) 

(respectively C';lf(G)) with respect to the H 1 (G)-norm. 
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THEOREM 2.2 Let be a function u and a sequence (-ue)e>O in H 1(0.) such that 
there exists a constant C independent of f. for which 

1 
Jf(llu<- ullucrn + II'Vu<- 'Vull£2(!1)):::; C. (2) 

Then, theTe exists a subsequence, still denoted ( u<) , and a function u 1 ( x
1

, y) E 
L 2 (f0 ; H~(G)/&.) such that: 

{ 

Ue m.~ ur 
'V(u,- u) oL~ 'Vyul 

(3) 

where ur is the trace of u over the boundar-y f 0 . 

MoTeover, if the function u belongs to H 2 (0.), then 

'Vu, oL~ 'Vulro + \7 yul. 

Proof. We proceed in two steps. First , we prove that t he sequence ( u,) converges 
in the boundary layer sense tour, the trace of u over f 0 • Then, following Allaire 
(1992), we prove the convergence of the gradients. 

Step one. Considering the inequality (2) above and the continuity of the trace 
operator, we remark that the trace u, 1ro strongly converges to ur in L 2 (r o). 
Thus, the sequence ( u, 1ro) two-scale converges in the classical sense to ur which 
means that 

{ u<Wo (x
1)¢ ( x

1
, x

1

) dx
1 

---+ IY
1

1 I { ur(x
1)¢(.7:1

, y
1

) dx
1 
dy

1 
( 4) 

lro f. lro xY' 

for a ll ¢ E L2(f0 ; C#(Y1
)). 

Now, for any V' E L2 (fo; C#(G)), we take ¢(:r1
, y1

) J0Lij;(x1
, y1

, y,) dy, 
and use it in the expression (4), which reads 

1 1 1 ( 1 X
1 

.'Cn ) 1 - u,lro(x)1j; x,-,-, dx"dx 
f. B , E E 

1 1 1 1 1 ---+ IY1 I ur(x )'lj;(x , y) dx dy 
roxG 

(5) 

where y = (y 1 ,Yn)· 
To conclude that ·u, converges in the two-scale boundary layer sense to ur , 

namely: 

~ l , u,(x )'lj; ( X
1

, ~) dx ---+ l:~llro xG ·ur(x
1

)'1/;(x
1

, y) dx
1 

dy, (6) 

we have to prove that the difference term (which is given a sense using t he usual 
density argument): 

1{ 1_, / _\ 
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has a zero limi t . We first rewrite it as follows: 

and then, using the simple Hardy inequality, 

llu,- u, woll£2 (8,) ~ Ct:LII'Vu,ll£2(8,), 

one easily obtains the upper-bound CII'Vu,II£2(8,J II 'l/J(x' , ;) 11£2(8,)· 
The term II'Vu,ll£2(8,) is bounded with respect toE from the hypothesis (2), 

and from Lemma 2.1 the term ll 'l/J(x' , ;) 11 £2(8,) tends to zero. 

REMARK 2.1 When considering in Theorem 2.2 the case of constant sequences 
v, = v of H 1 (fl), the first statement affirms that any function v E H 1 (D.) 
converges in the boundary layer sense to its trace vr over f 0 . Indeed, this fact 
is very nwch expected from our "boundary layer convergence" definition . 

Step two. Now, let v, = u,- u. We know from the above that v, two-scale 
converges in the boundary layer sense to zero. 

The sequence }.('Vv,) being bounded in L 2(B, )N , there exists a fu nction 

~o(x ' , y) E U(ro x G)N such that: 

(7) 

or, in other words, 

~ l. ('Vv,(x)).ill ( x' , ~ ) dx 

---+ I~' I { ~o(x', y).ill(x', y) dx' dy for any ill E (L~)N. Jr0 xG 
(8) 

Integrating by parts, we get: 

Then, with the particular choice of smooth functions ill such that 

divyill = 0 in G, ill.n = 0 over aG, 

one obtains: 

( 1 () \ 
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Since the sequence (v,) two-scale converges to zero, the right-hand side van
ishes when passing to the limit , and one gets: 

1j' (')(' 1 

I
Y'I ~o .'C ,y .W x ,y)dx dy = 0. 

f 0 xG 
(11) 

The function ~0 (x', y) being orthogonal to the space of divergence-free func
tions , it is then a gradient (see, e.g., Temam, 1979, p. 15). Thus, there exists a 
unique function -u 1 E £ 2 (f0 ; H~(G)/ITf,.) such that 

'V('u, - -u) sL~ ~o(1/ , y) = Y'y ·ul (x',y). 

The last statement of the theorem is a direct application to 'Vn of the first 
one, which states that any function of H 1(rt ) two-scale converges in the bound
ary layer sense to its trace over the considered boundary. 

REMARK 2.2 • The local chamcteT of the boundm·y layer convergence de-
fined above implies that there is no need for any restricting condition on 
the whole geometTy of rt. It is clearly seen .fmm the proof that the upper
bound condition (2) of The01·em 2.2 needs not to be satisfied in the whole 
domain n, but only in an open Lipschitzian neighboTiwod w c rt indepen
dent from E S1lCh that fl, C W for sufficiently small f. . 

• As emphasized in the intmductory section, the boundary layeT limit ·u1 

depends on the depth L. 

3. The transport method 

The transport or homotopy method is very popular in t he modern optimal de
sign theory. It was developed in order to circumvent the lack of an adequate 
topological and algebraic structure in sets of open domains of ITf,.N. 

The method consists in considering domains which a re the images of a ref~ 
erence one t hrough suitable mappings. T his allows for a rigorous mathematical 
setting: t he mappings belong to an open subset of a Banach space, where con
tinuity and differentiabili ty are well d efined . Then, these definitions a re trans
ferred on the set of domains, see e.g. Simon and Murat (1976) for a general 
presentation. 

I3y its essence, this technique docs not alter the topology of the reference 
domain: it does not create nor removes holes, cracks ... all t he transported 
domains being topologically identical to the origina l reference one. The changes 
in topology within the optimal design framework is t he co ncern of a recent and 
quite unexplored theory, the topology optimization, see Allaire et al. (1997) and 
the references t herein. 

The transport method allows, in particular , for domain perturbations to be 
defined as perturbations of the corresponding mappings (in the process leading 
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approach to generate the oscillating domains, from an initial non-oscillating 
reference one. 

Let n be an open subset of IR.N, N = 2 or 3, with a regular enough bound
ary an, e.g. piece-wise C 1 . A part of this boundary, denoted f 0 , is intended to 
oscillate. 

We denote by r 1 the remaining non-oscillating part, i.e. an = r 0 u r 1 . 

Without loss of generality, we assume that I'o is located in the plane Xn = 0, 
any generic point x of IR.N being denoted :r = ( x', x,), .'1:1 E lR N - 1. 

We deilotc by Y' = ]0, l[N-1 the unit cell of IR.N- 1, and by G = Y' x ]0, L[ 
the unit cell of IR.N, with the same convention as above, y = (y', Yn) E G. We 
usc the letter G instead of the standard Y because we are dealing with functions 
or operators with periodicity only with respect to the y' variable. 

First, we detail the formal construction of the oscillating domains. 
Given a Y'-periodic function, 1/~ : Y' --> IR.N, such that 1/~IBY' = 0, and a 

positive (small) real number E, we define an oscillating peTturbation v;, of the 
boundary ro through: 

v;,: (x',O) E I'o--> ·17(.'1:1/E) E !R.N. 

Classically, in order to define the oscillating domain n,, one usually considers 
a hamwnic extension v, of v7, on the reference domain n: the field i'c is the 
unique solution to the Laplace equation: 

( 12) 

The oscillating domain n, is then defined as the image of the reference 
domain n through the mapping: T, = I + EO' 0 v,, where a 2: 0 is a real non
negative parameter, which measures the relative speed of the oscillations: 

It is clear from the definition of n, that the image of r 0 through T, is now 
an oscillating boundary. which we denote by r., see Fig. 1. 

To complete the construction, let us note that the transport method re
quires that, for a fixed E > 0, the mapping T, should be a lipeomorphism over n 
(lipschitzian, bijective and of lipschitzian inverse). For instance, this is straight
forward for any ·,J; which is Y'-periodic, with bounded first and second order 
derivatives, i.e. v; E W~'00 (Y'; IR.N). 

From now on, we only consider the case where the amplitude and the fre
quency of the oscillations are of the same ordeT: a = 1. 

Moreover, in order to properly apply the two-scale boundary layer technique 
as m esented in Section 2. we choose nertmhation fir~ lds V. which vanish ontsidce 
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r, r, 

Q 
Q, 

·t~-__/ 
x, 

Figure 1. The reference and the oscillating domains. 

large, while "' is of order of the unit , e.g. "' = 1. Such fields could be explicitly 
approximated by mappings of the form 

V,(x', Xn) = ·/f(x' /E)F(xn/E), (13) 

where F is a smooth mollifier, such as F(t) = exp( "Y-=_\) , 0 :S t :S "'· 

4. A second order elliptic equation as a model problem 

In this section, we present the model with which we aim to illustrate our ap
proach, combining the transport method and the boundary layer version of the 
two-scale convergence method. Following Allaire (1992) and others, we restrict 
ourselves to a simple partial derivative equation, which nevertheless models a 
large class of physical phenomena. 

We consider the following second order linear elliptic problem: 

{ 

-div(A'VU,) =finD, 
OvU, = Eg over r f 
U, = 0 over f1 

(14) 

where A is a constant real matrix, satisfying the ellipticity (and continuity) 
hypothesis: there exist two constants a 1 2: ao > 0 such that 

aol~l 2 :S L A;j~i~J :S a1l~l 2 for all ~ E IRN, 
i,j 

(15) 

and avU, stands for the A-normal derivative, i.e. the trace of (A'VU,).ii on the 
boundary r f . 

'l'hP rliff11~inn m::~.t.riv A i~ rho~P.n ronstant in orciP.r to keen clear and simole 
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that the present transport approach is adequate for the consideration of stratifi ed 
media (i.e. with y'-periodicity). 

The source terms f and g are assumed to be, respectively, the traces in the 
spaces £ 2(Df) and £ 2(ff) of functions defined on a sufficiently large open set 
(containing all the oscillating domains). 

Set H(Df) = {v E H 1(Df), v = 0 over rt}. It is then well known that, for 
any E > 0, there exists a unique Uf E H(Df) solution to the variational problem 
derived from the equation (14): 

{ (A\7Uf).\7vdf2f= { fvdr!f+c { gvdffVvEH(Df). (16) 
lo, lo, lr, 

Due to the elliptic nature of the problem, one expects that the small local 
oscillations, of both the boundary r f and the flux term Eg (with possibly periodic 
g = g(x',x'/c)), should give rise to small oscillating effects, namely, boundary 
layer effects. 

In our way to exhibit such a behavior, the first main step is to transport the 
variational form of the model equation. 

4.1. Transport of the model problem 

The purpose of this step is to define a variational equation posed over the ref
erence domain n, the oscillations being transferred on the diffusion operator A, 
and source terms f , g. 

The reference Sobolev space is defined by 

H ( r2) = { v E H 1 
( r2), v = 0 over f t}. 

From the definition and regularity (algebraic and topological) properties of 
the mapping Tf =I+ E~ , the natural norms over the spaces H(r2) and H(r2f) 
are equivalent. Hence, setting u, = U, o T" where U, is the solution to the 
equation (16), we get the transported variational form: 

Find u, E H(r2), such that Vv E H(n), 

{(A,\7u,).\7vdx= { fivdx+c { gfvdf. 
lo lo J~ 

where: 

and 

A,= (DT,)- 1(A o T,)(DT,)-TJdet(DT,)J 
J, = (f o T,) I det(DT,)I 

g, =(goT,) S,(~), S,(~) = )1 + JDy'~l;,=,' l • 

(DT,) = (8(T,)dox1)(t5:i.i5:N) is the Jacobian matrix of Tf, 

det(DT,) ~ 1 + E div(V.J at first order approximation. 

(17) 

(18) 

The reader interested in more details related to the formulas above, the 
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Simon and Murat (1976), Pironneau (1984), Masmoudi (1987), Habbal (1996) 
and the references therein. 

It is an easy exercise to check that the operator A, is continuous, bounded 
and H(fl)-elliptic (assuming that~ belongs to the unit ball of W 1

•
00 (Y' )). This 

latter essential property, remaining stable under transport, is no more available 
when the oscillation speed factor ex, equal to 1 in the present case, is less than 1: 
the smallest eigenvalue of A, tends to zero with E. 

In the limit case, where a is equal to zero, the oscillations occupy a subset 
w c n of non-null measure, and instead of boundary layer effects, it is shown in 
Brizzi and Chalot (1978) that the open set f2 is split into two subsets, wand fljw, 
where two different equations hold. 

Now, our new variable is u, E H(fl), a space which is independent from 
the t. parameter. The first benefit from the transport method is that it is 
not necessary to impose a sign on the oscillating motif (in order to get all the 
oscillating domains as subsets of the non-oscillating one), as for instance done in 
Brizzi and Chalot (1978), Sanchez-Palencia (1980) and Chechkin eta!. (1996). 

The second benefit is that it provides us immediately with a variational form 
well suited to a two-scale convergence framework. 

REMARK 4.1 It is straightforward, from the transport formula of A, in {18), 
that the case where the relative ratio a between frequency and amplitude of 
the oscillations is such that a > 1, is trivial. The seq?Lence of operators (A,) 
strongly converges to the operator A. Even though the study of converycnce of 
the sequence of fields (1f,) is interesting in itself, it is not necessary for our
purpose. The explicit formula ( 13) is sufficient to convince the reader that, in 
case of a = 1, one has only a weak converyence of ("V,), and, a fo-rt-iori, of 
operators (A,) (to a limit operator A differ·ent from. A). 

4.2. The convergence results 

Let us consider three following variational problems: 

• the transported model equation: Find u, E H(n), such that Vv E H(fl), 

{(A, V'u,)V'v dx = { f, v dx + t. { g,v dr. (19) 
Jo Jo lro 

• the "limit"problem: Find u E H(fl), such that Vv E H(fl), 

L(AV'u)V'vdx = Lfvd.T. (20) 

• the difference between the two above: 

Vv E H(n) k (A, V'(u,- ·u))V'v d.T 

= l (f,-f)vd.T+t. [ g,vdr+ [ (A-A,)V'uV'vdx. (21) 
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In what follows , we use these three equations in order to obtain an estimation 
for the H 1(0) norm of (n, -n), which is the starting point for the application of 
the two-scale boundary layer tools. We then prove the existence of a boundary 
layer term, and give an equation satisfied by this latter. In a third step, a 
corrector-like result is demonstrated. 

In order to successfully fulfill the program above, we need to make more 
precise some additional points: 

• by using the explicit formula (13), we remark that the transported oper
ator A, depends only on the fast variable y = x / E; we define the periodic 
operator A(y) as the restriction toG of the operator A,(:r /E); 

• the source f is assumed to belong to the space H 1(0), particularly to 
fulfill the condition of the useful lemma stated below; 

• the solution u of the oscillations free problem (20) should belong to the 
space H 3 ( 0) n H ( 0); this is straightforward for our concern , since we deal 
with a constant diffusion operator A and a source f with the regularity 
assumed above. 

LEMMA 4.1 There e.rists a positive constant C, not depending on E, such that 
for any v E H 1(0) , the following upper-bound holds: 

(22) 

Proof. Let there be a generic v E coo (IT) , and let vr be its trace over the 
boundary fo. 

Using the Hardy inequality 

one has 

1/v- vr + vr iiLz(s,) :::; CEIIviiH 1 (l!) + llvr ll ucs-,)· 
On t he other hand, it is obvious that llvrlli2(S,) = er llvrll i2(ro)' By density 

of C 00 (IT) in H 1 (rl), and since the trace operator is continuous from the la tter 
onto L 2 (f0 ) , we get the desired conclusion. 

4.2.1. An estimation for (v., - u) 

The estimation for (-u. - u) , stated below, is rather classical, but. the proof 
presented here is short and simple. Similar results arc proved, with slightly 
different a.pp roaches, in Bclyaev (1988) , Friedman ct a!. (1997) a.nd Chcechkin 
ct a!. (1996). 

THEOREM 4.1 There exists a positive constant C, independent of E and L, 
such that 
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Proof. Using the uniform ellipticity of A< in equation (21), we get, for the LHS, 

(24) 

At the same time, the right-hand side of this equation has each of its terms 
upper-bounded as follows: 

• The first term is re-written: 

r U<- f)vdx = r R(x/£)jvdx 
is~ is~ 

where the linear operator R(x/£) is uniformly bounded w.r.t. t. Applica
tion of Lemma 4.1 yields 

I is~ R(x/l')jvdxl ~ Cllfllu(S~JIIvii£2(S~) 
~ C~'II!IIH 1 (!1J I I v iiHI (nJ· (25) 

• The second term is immediate: 

I ~' fro g<vdfl ~ Ci'ISI£<"'(Y'JIIgll£2(ro)llviiHI(I1)' (26) 

• and finally the last term turns out to be the leading one: 

I is, (A- A<)V'uV'vdxl ~ lA- AIL ""(GJ II V'ullu(s~ ) ll viiHI(!1) 
~ C/flluiiH2(11JIIviiH1(11)· (27) 

Now, taking v = u< - u in the three above upper-bounds, and using the 
inequality (24) give the conclusion sought. 

4.2.2. The boundary layer terms 

From the previous sect ion, it is clear that the condition of Theorem 2.2 is ful
filled. Then, u< sL~ ur, the trace of u over fo and, up to a subsequence, there 
exists a function u1(x',y) E L2 (f0 ;H~(G)/1R) such t hat V'(u<- u) sL~ Y'yu1 , 

or thanks to the regularity of u, V'u< sL~ V'uwo + Y'yul. 
In order to derive a variational equation for u1, let us consider the trans

ported equation (19) with a particular choice of the test functions: v(x) = 
¢(x'; x/1') where </>(x'; .) E C'J(G). Such v, extended by zero outside the strip B< 
belongs to the space H(f!). 

Using the rule Y'xv = 1/I'V'y¢+ Y'x'</>, the equat ion (19) reads: 

(28) 
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The left-hand side can be re-written ~ Jn, \lu<.(A;'Vy ¢) d.?:, and regarding 

A'{Vy c/J(x' ,:t/c) as a test funct ion, this term converges to t he limi t: 

~ { (A<\lu<)\1,1¢d:r ____, l:'l { (Vv11o + \lunl)A.T \lyr1~d.?:' dy. Jn, ./r0 xG 
(29) 

Hence, by density, t he limit equation for t he two-sca le boundary layer ·u1 is 
stated as follows: 

F ind ·u1 (x' , y) E L 2 (fo; H~(G)/ffi.) such t hat for any¢ E £ 2 (1'0 ; HJ#(G)) , 

1 / ' 1 / ' 
IY'I A\lynl \1 y¢ d;z:' dy = -IY'I A\lu110 \lu cf)(Lx' dy. 

· io x G · 1 0 xG 
(30) 

The equat ion above is ill-posed due to t he lack in boundary condit ions. 
Indeed, we shall prove in the next section that the boundary layer u 1 (:v' , y) is 
the sum of a uniquely defined first order corrector term c1 (:c' , y), with a compact 
support info x [O , L[ i.e. c1 E H1~# (G) , a ud a firs t. order "tail" term t1 (:c',y) 
whose gmrlicnt dies exponeut ia lly with respect to L. Roughly speaking, we shall 
give all t he local energy induced by \l n1ro to c1 , while reporti ng the unknowu 
terrns (and non-unicity) on the tail term t1 . 

Let t hen pose u 1(x' , y) = c1(:c' , y) + t1(x' , y) wit h c1 a.nd it , as o ut lined 
above , solutions to the equat ions: 

• find c1 (:r',y) E L 2 (f0 ;I-IJ# (G)) such that for any rp E £ 2
(['0 ;!-IJ#(G)) , 

l: 'l /~ A\lyc1 \lyqJ dx' dy 
./r oxG 

1 ; · - 1 = - -~ -,1 A\luwo\l yc/Jcb: dy. 
Y · i ox G 

(31) 

• Find t 1 (:r' , y) E L2 (f0 ;H~ ( G)/ffi.) such that for a ny (p E L2 (f0 ;H1i# (G)), 

1 /' - I 

I
Y' I A\lut1\ly¢ rl.'C dy = o. 

· lo x G 
(32) 

By eqnippi ng t he space L2 (f o; !-!J# (G)) with the norm ll r/J II = IIVyr/JII u (lo x GJ, 

it can be easily checked that the left- hand side of the equation (31) is a bilinear 
conti nuous a nd ellip t ic mapping, a nd the right-hand side is cont inuons (since 
·u E H 2 (r1)) , allowing for t he Lax- Milgram lennua to app ly. T his lemma cnsm es 
the ex istence a nd uniqueness of r; 1 . 

It will be proved in Sect ion 4.2 .3 that t he funct.ions c1 a nd 1:1 do efiectifely 
behave as respectively a corrector and a tail terms, in the usual boundary layer 
sense. It tmns out that the boundary layer equat ion (31) strongly resembles 
the one obtained for the "domain" classical homogcni /\ation case, where the 
technique of the so-ca lled local o·r cell problem is well-known (see e .g. t he model 
problem in Allaire, 1992). 

A direct application of t his technique to our problem yields: 

·i= N , 

r, ( .,.t ., ) = 'li\"' fht (o .l n \? , .(,, 1 
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where w; E HJ# (G) are the unique solutions of the cell problems: 

r A(y)'Vyw;(y)'Vyc/Jdy =- ;· A(y)e;'Vyc/Jdy Vcp E HJ#(G). (34) 
la . G 

(here ( e;) is the canonical basis of IRN.) 
This is a very important simplification in view of the numerical computation 

of the boundary layer corrector term c1. 

Let us also mention that in the works done by Belyaev (1988) and Friedman 
et al. (1997), harmonic functions playing the same role as above arc directly 
derived from an asymptotic analysis. In a case study similar to ours (but with 
multi-scale oscillations), the latter authors use a strong form of the weak equa
tion (34) , with an explicit form of uniformly elliptic operators involving the 
geometry of the oscillations (as does A). 

4.2.3. The corrector results 

From Section 4.2.1, we can sec that }.llu,- uiiHl(fl ) is merely bounded with 

respect to E and L. The aim of the introduction of boundary layer terms (also 
called correctoTs) is to improve this (rate of) convergence. 

Classically, one sets a mathematical framework where the cell G is a semi
infinite band (L = + oo), and proves that 

~llu,(x) -u(x) - Ecl(x',x/o) IIH' (Il)--> 0. 
v c 

(35) 

Our purpose now is to prove that such an improvement holds in the bounded 
unit-cell , more precisely: 

THEOREM 4.2 The two following statements hold: 

i) There e:rist two positive constants f] and C 1 independent from the width L , 
S1LCh that: 

llt11i P(ro ; H~ (G)/IR) :S C1 exp( - f] L ). (36) 

ii) There exists a positive constant C2 independent of L such that: 

lim ~llu,(x)- u.(.r,)- Ecl(x',x/c) IIH'(Il)::; C2exp(-;JL/2). (37) 
<--+0 V E 

Moreover, the constant f] > 0 depends only on the opem.tm· A and on the bound
ary fo . 

Before proving the theorem, let us recall that the functions c1 and t1 depend 
on the arbitrary depth parameter L. But, since it is not fixed once for a ll , these 
functions c1 and t1 start to play a corrector-tai l role when L is chosen large 
enough, as results from the applica tion of the Phragmen--Linclelof principle. 
Related to the tail behavior of boundary layers , let us mention a paper of Neuss
R adn (2000) where it is shown that in general this decay property does not hold , 
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Proof of i). Let us consider the elliptic operator defined over the infinite cylinder 
G= = Y' x [0 , + oo) by: 

£(y) = -divyA(y)'Vy. 

It is always possible to construct a linear extension t of the function t 1 , 

defined over the infinite cylinder, such that: 

{ 

£(y)t = 0 over Y' x ]L, +oo) 
t(L) = h(L) 
II'Vvtllu(r0 xGoo):::; 4IIVytlllu(r0 xG)· 

(38) 

The considered extension tis then in the nullspace of the elliptic operator £ , 
which is translation invariant with respect to the y,. variable, i.e. , that if it 
contains u(x',y',yn), it also contains u(x',y',y, +17) for any positive 17. 

Thanks to the well-known interior estimates for the elliptic problems (see 
Browder, 1956, among many others), and to the Rellich compactness t heorem , 
it is easily seen that the nullspace is interior compact in the sense of Lax (1957). 

Then , in order to apply the Phragmen ··Lindelof Theorem (yielding the ex
ponential decay) as stated by P. D. Lax in (1957) , p. 379, we should establish 
that the norm lllllu(ro;H~(Goo)/IR) is finit e, or in other words, thanks to (38): 

II'Vytl ll u(r0 xG):::; C, 

the constant C being independent from L. The latter condition is crucial, since 
the parameter L could be arbitrarily large. 

Indeed, it is an easy exercise to show that the L2-nonn is weakly lower semi
continuous with respect to the two-scale boundary layer convergence. Hence, 
for any arbitrary L , one has: 

. . 1 1 
hmmf ;::IIV(u<- u)ll£2(11) 2 /i'VIiii'VyuliiLz(roxG)· 

HO vE v IY'I 
(39) 

Thanks to Theorem 4.1, the left-hand side is bounded by a constant C 
independent from L. 

On the other hand , and since 'V yc1 and 'Vyt1 are orthogonal (in the sense of 
equation (32)), we have: 

r A('V y'U! )2 dx' dy 
lroxG 

= f A('V yci) 2 &:c' dy + f A('Vvtd dx' dy. 
J r 0 xG lr0 xG 

( 40) 

Then, using the ellipticity and continuity of the operator A with constants, 
respectively, ao and a1 , it is straightforward that: 

( 41) 
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The Phragmen-Lindeli:if Theorem then applies, it asserts that there exists a 
constant (3 > 0 which depends only on the operator jf and on the boundary fo, 
such that: 

( 42) 

(Here, Z > 0 is a generic number large enough.) 
Then, coming back to the actual finite width L, setting Z =Lin (42), and 

using the continuity of the trace operator, one has: 

ll tl(x' ,y', L)ff 1 = fft(x' ,y' ,L) ff 1 (43) 
£2(r0 ;H~ (Y')/lR) £2(ro:H~ (Y')/lR) 

:S: fftlf£2(r0 ;H1(1"x [L,+oo[)jlR) (44) 

::; C1 exp( -(3L) (45) 

Finally, we come back to the bounded variational problem for t 1 , i.e. the 
problem set in the bounded cell G = I'o X ]0 , L[, with a homogeneous Neum:=tnn 
boundary condition over Yn = 0, a non-homogeneous Dirichlet condition over 
Yn = L, and y'-periodicity. From the classical theory of non-homogeneous 
elliptic boundary value problems, one finally obtains: 

fftlffL z( r o·H l (G)/m) :S: C fftl(.T',y',L)ff 
2 

,t m 
' # m. L (ro;H# (Y')/m.) 

::; Canst. exp( -(3L), ( 46) 

all the involved constants being independent from L. 

Proof of ii). Let us remark that Ec1 (.1:', ::c /E), seen as an element of the space 
H 1 (B,), extended by zero outside t he strip B,, belongs to the space H(0.). 
Indeed, from the expression of c1 (x', y) in (33), it can be noticed that the reg
ularity of c1(x',y) with respect to the boundary variable .1:' is leaded by that 
of the non-oscillating solution u. As we assumed earlier that u E H 3 (0.), it 
follows that the trace of the gradient over fo is continuous. The homogeneous 
Dirichlet condit ion set over the complementary of f 0 implies that the trace of 
the gradient is null for any .1:

1 fl. ro (a local surrounding of ro by a Dirichlet 
boundary condition is sufficient). Whence the possible extension of c1 by zero 
outside the strip. 

Using the uniform ellipticity of A., we have: 

11 ( 2 c 2 - A,V'u,-n-Ecl) dx2::-ffu,-u-t:clffH'(O) · 
E n E 

( 47) 

And, simultaneously, the left-hand side of the inequality ( 4 7) above is equal to: 

- A< Y'(1L<- u) 2 d.T -- A V'(u<- ·u) Y'y cl d:r: 1 j' 21 
E 0 E B, 

1 j 2 +- A<(V'ycl) d:r. 
E B, 

( 48) 
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Each of the three terms in the expression ( 48) is processed as follows: 

• From the classical convergence of periodic functions, the third term yields: 

~ f A, ('Vy cd d:~: ----7 l :~ l f A('Vycd dx
1 
dy . 

E is, ./r0 xG 
( 49) 

• From the boundary layer convergence of 'V(u, - u) to 'Vyu1 , the second 
term yields: 

- ~ j A, 'V (u , - u)'V y c 1 dx 
f. B, 

2 i - 1 ----t - -

1 
-
11 

A('V ynl)('Vycl) dx dy. 
Y . r o xG 

(50) 

The right-hand side reduces to 

2 1 - 2 I -IY 1I A('Vyci) dxdy 
r o xG 

thanks to the orthogonality of 'V yt1 and 'V 11 c1 (put ¢ = c 1 in equa
tion (32)). 

• The first term is less st raightforward than the two above. We proceed in 
three steps. 
Step one. From the variational equation (21), we get 

- A, 'V(v., - u) 2 dx = - R(;cjE ).f(u, - u) d:1; 1 i 1 ;· 
E Q E ~ 

+ f g. (n,- u) di' + ~ f (A- A, )'Vu'V(u.- u) d.T. 
.fro f. .J s, 

(51 ) 

Step two. From the inequalities (25) and (26), the sum of the first and 
second terms of equation (51) is bounded by 

(Cl ll .f ii H' (n) + Cz llgllu(r0 J) IIu. - uiiH' (n), 
which tends to zero with the rate JE. Note that the positive constants C1 
and C2 do not depend on L. 
In the third term, replacing ('Vu) by ('Vu- ('Vu)wo + ('Vu)jr0 ) (using the 
usual density argument in order to give a sense to the use of ('Vu)jr

0 
as a 

function over B,), and by means of the Hardy inequality, yields: 

~ r (A- A, )('V1L- ('V1L)jro)'V(u. - u) dx 
f. is, 
~ ClluiiH2(nJ IIu, - uiiH'(n), (52) 

which also tends to zero with the rate JE. 
Finally, the function (A- A, )('Vu) lro can be taken as a test-function for 
the boundary layer convergence, giving then: 

~ f (A- A,)('Vu)wo 'V(u, - u) dx 
E is, 

1 r I A 1 I 1 
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Step three . Passing to the limit in the expression (48), and using t he 
results (49)- (53) above, we obtain, when summing up the limits: 

1 1 --jY'j A('V ycl + V'u lro )V' ycl dx' dy 
ro xG 

+ ,:,, { A('Vu)lro Y'y cl dx' dy 
lro xG 

1 1 - I + jY'j (A - A)(V'u) lro 'V ytl dx dy. 
r ox G 

(54) 

The first term above is equal to zero since c1 solves the boundary layer 
variational equation (31). 
The second term also tends to zero (with the rate <: ): if we re-write the 
equation (20) (the limit model) with test funct ions of the form v(x) = 
¢(x', x / E) (as done in Section 4.2. 2), it reads: 

~ { (A'Vu )'V y¢ dx = { f ¢ dx . 
E Jn, ln, (55) 

Since A is constant , and (A'Vu ) belongs to H 1 (D)N, it converges in the 
boundary layer sense to its trace over f 0 : 

A'Vu sL~ A('V·u )w
0

, 

and the right-hand side of equation (55) tends to zero thanks to Lemma 4.1. 
Finally, t he last term is upper-bounded as follows: 

I 
{ (A- A )('Vu)wo 'Vytl dx' dy l 

Jr0 xG 

~ IIA- AI!L""(GJ II(V'u)lroll £2( r o) II Y' utli!U (roxG)· (56) 

The conclusion of the proof of (ii) follows then by applicat ion of the state
ment (i). 

From the L2-convcrgence of oscillating periodic functions to their mean-value 
at the rate If., and carefully observing the rate of convergence of the sequences 
involved in the proof above, one obta ins that the convergence of the correction 
terms takes place at the rate <: 3/ 4 , or in other words: 

This rate is less good than the one (rate E) obtained by Belyaev (1988) or 
Friedman et al. (1997). The loss in t he rate of convergence is a consequence of 
bounding of the unit cell G in our case; condit ions to impose in order to get riel 
of lower powers in E, emphasized in Friedman et al. (1997), are not compatible 
with the bouncleclness of G. 

Nevertheless, this drawback is largely compensated for by the adeq uacy of 
the functional framework to a standard numerical analysis and , from a computa
tional viewpoint , the straightforward possibili ty of using standard finit e element 
nwt.h Mk tn <::nhrP t.h P rplf Pnn ~J. ion s. avoiding· the use of t he expensive boundary 
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Let us also remark that, from the upper-bound in (57), the cut-off error 
induced by the bounding of the unit cell, balances the limit rate E

3
/

4 as soon as 
the width Lis of order llog(E)I, which is much better (from the point of view 

of the numerical computation cost) than the usual /2 boundary layer width, 
and indeed better than any C 0

' a > 0. 

REMARK 4.2 From the boundary layer equation {30) and the upper-bound {57), 
it is seen that when the trace V'v.fro is equal to zero, then the first order boundary 
layer term vanishes, and one has a bette1· estimate for lin,- ·niiHI(Il) which is 

at the rate E
3

/
4 instead of fi as given by Theorern 4 .1. 

4.2.4. A remark on higher order terms 

While we think that the present framework is well adapted to problems where at 
most first order corrector results are sought, it turns out that obtaining higher 
order approximations do require working within the classical unbounded unit 
cell Y' x [0, +oo). 

This fact could be explained from a physical point of view: one could consider 
hierarchical boundary layer effects, starting from the macroscopic trace effect ur, 
then the first order two-scale boundary layer effect n1 , which predominate quite 
naturally in the strip B, (and this fact is proved throughout this paper). Then 
higher order effects follow, having no reason to concentrate on the strip (think 
of the dust of a comet tail), and cannot then be captured using the bounded 
cell G. 

Thus, working in a bounded unit-cell (which is essentially different from 
deriving estimates in bounded subsets of the domain, but with boundary layer 
terms defined in unbounded unit-cell, see Friedman et a!. (1997), p. 90) seems 
not to be of particular interest for more than first order corrector problems. 

5. Conclusion 

Within the present paper, we studied the boundary layer behavior of solutions 
to partial differential equations occurring in a domain with a periodic oscillating 
boundary, the frequency and the amplitude of the oscillations being of the same 
order. 

The oscillating domains were considered as lipschitzian perturbations of a 
reference non-oscillating one. Using then the classical domain transport method, 
a variational transported formulation was established, and with the choice of a 
bounded unit-cell, the two-scale homogenization tools were applied. 

We obtained the existence of a two-scale boundary layer limit, which is 
shown to be the snm of a corrector term, and an exponentially dying in the 
gradient tail term. U niqucness as well as a homogenized equation for the first 
order corrector term were derived. Then, a corrector result was proved. We also 
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to exploit the classical cell equations method in order to simplify the numerical 
computation of the boundary layer. 

At this step, we think that combining the transport method and the two-scale 
boundary layer homogenizat ion can be easily applied to more general elliptic 
models, as well as to parabolic problems. In particular, our framework is well 
suited for the elasticity problem (and one knows the importance of concentrating 
the mechanical stress along the bounda ry of structures). Transported equations, 
and domain sensitivities (derivatives ) arc well-known for these problems, so 
that choosing concentrated perturbation fields would easily lead to variational 
formulat ions ready for the two-scale a nalysis. 

The choice of a bounded unit-cell has the advantage of a very simple and 
classical funct ional framework, as well as the ability t o use standard finite ele
ment solvers in order to compute the first order corrector term ; while its main 
drawback is the difficu lty (impossibility?) of capt uring the whole boundary 
layer behavior, or in other words, higher than the first order correctors are out 
of reach. 
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